
 

Article Review Guidelines

Methodist Review (MR) is dedicated to scholarly works of article length in all areas and all eras of
Wesleyan and Methodist studies broadly construed (including biblical, theological, ethical, philosophical,
practical, historical, and social-scientific topics and methodologies). It is specifically intended for and
primarily focused on an academic audience that is global in scope. Careful and critical review by
established scholars is essential in determining whether a work should be published in MR. We appreciate
any comments which you may care to make about the work at hand. Your response to the following ques-
tions, however, would be especially helpful to us as we conduct our evaluation of this project:
  

(1) Thesis/Argument/Purpose. What is the major objective (thesis, argument, or purpose) of this article?
Is this objective sound? original? creative? significant? persuasive? Does it have any major conceptual
weaknesses?
  

(2) Organization/Structure. Is the organization and structure of this article logical? coherent? sensible?
Does it have any major gaps or flaws? Does it include any unnecessary or extraneous elements? Does
it flow smoothly or move naturally and easily from its beginning to its conclusion? 
  

(3) Target Audience. Will this article be of significant interest to the intended scholarly target audience
of this journal? Will it instead appeal mainly to pastors or other religious professionals, or to a broad
general readership?
  

(4) Comparison to Similar Works. Where does this article fit into the universe of scholarly publication
about its primary subject? With what previously published works is it in conversation? Is your
comparison of this article to those other works favorable or unfavorable?
  

(5) Recommendation to Publish. Do you recommend publication of this article in its present form? What
are the primary reasons for your recommendation? Are you making this recommendation with any
significant reservations or qualifications?
  

(6) Revision or Referral. If you do not recommend publication of this article in its present form, should
the author be encouraged revise and resubmit it? What are the most important changes that would be
necessary to address the concerns that you have identified? Can you suggest another journal for which
it would be more suitable or appropriate, and to whom it should be referred? Or should it simply be
declined?

(7) Other Comments. Do you have any other comments about this article?

Thank you very much in advance for your review, which should be sent to:
   

Rex D. Matthews, Managing Editor Office: (404) 727-6345
Methodist Review Fax: (404) 727-2494
c/o Candler School of Theology Email: rex.matthews@emory.edu
Emory University
1531 Dickey Drive #324
Atlanta, GA 30322
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